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No. CCLXVII. DECEMBER, uno.

EDITORIAL.

The time has come, our readers say
To talk of many things,

Of matches, and of concerts,
Of the Corps and its doings.

Of why the weather's Loiling hot,
Or what the future Lrings.

VOL. XXV.

W E accordingly proceed in a particularly vapid state
of mind, already dreaming of the holidays, and

still more distracted by the elections, to compose our
wandering thoughts, and incidentally an Editorial.

The term has been no uneventful one either in class
room, or playing field, but tlIe most important incident
since half-term is undoubtedly the opening of the new
buildings on November 11th by Lord :l\Iilner, of which
proceedings an account will be found in these pages.

In regard to football, although not unbeaten, the XV
has fulfilled our sanguine hopes, having beaten Tonbridge
and Dartmouth RN .C. Blacl,heath and Clifton Club
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proved themselves more than our equals it is true, but
in neither case was the margin so great as to render the
match uninteresting. If the XV can end the term as they
have played 50 far, we shall entertain no fears for the
remaining matches, even against the O.SS.

We have an extremely pleasant duty to perform in the
shape of extending a very hearty welcome to Mr. Milford,
and of wishing him all success in the difficult task of
forming a new house.

We heartily congratulate Mr. Tester on the series of
recitals which he has organised this term, and although one
or two were rather meagrely attended by the School, we
can assure him that the only reason was the absolutely
necessary recuperation at the tuck-shop after watching a
match. We must also congratulate him on his delightful
setting of' John Gilpin,' and hope that his audience at the
end of the term will appreciate it as much as do the
Oratorio Ohoir.

The annual School Oonfirmation was held in the Ohapel
on November 23rd by the Bishop of Salisbury. We under
stand that it will always be about this time in future,
instead of towards the end of the Easter term as heretofore.

The Oaptain of Games wishes to express his thanks
to all masters who have kindly assisted in coaching,
refereeing and playing on Uppers; a150 to all House
masters and their wives who have extended hospitality
to our guests.
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MATCH MAKING.

1'0 the ordinary public, the duty of reporting on a
football match seems a matter of the utmost ease, but as is
the case so often with public opinion, it takes too much for
granted.

The only efficacious way of proving this statement is
obviously to gather a staff of the average match watchers,
and induce them with promises of free entrance to some
match, to make what they consider an interesting report of
a dull match.

This however is out of the question at the present moment,
but doing the next best thing in our power, we will endeavour
to portray the frenzied agony of mind and body to which
the luckless reporter is subjected.

The morning of the match arrives dull and rainy, and
we tumble out of bed with an entirely unaccountable
reluctance and 'a general feeling that we have 110t been
sleeping in clover'; even the cold tub fails to rouse our
enthusiasm. 'Ve get dressed two minutes late, and come
down to breakfast amidst scowls and execrations from our
unfeeling fellow-0reakfasters. Breakfast we feel might be
dispensed with, but when \ve come to luncheon, the sight of
the food is positively revoltiug; especially after passing a
stormy morning of absent-mindedness in school, when we
were disagreeably shocked at our form master's behaviour
upon our dreamy assertion that the date of Actium is 3
o'clock, or that a half plus three-quarters ar\3 it factor of XV.
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We emerge from luncheon haggard ghosts of our
former spritely selves, and straightway hie away to the
nearest stationer's where we purchase the largest note-book
and the most expensive pencil on the market, throwing half
a-sovereign on the counter and forgetting the change.
Thus equipped, we spend a miserable hour before the
match, ineffectually trying to sharpen the pencil and our
wits by composing epigrammatic headings for the report.

At ten minutes to three, we may be found on the touch
line, ineffectually trying to hide the note-book and not
look self-conscious; these ten minutes drag along slowly,
only to be followed by ten more minutes whilst the two
teams get ready.

At last they emerge from the sanctum and III the heat
of clapping and anxiously watching the first few moments'
play, all thoughts of reporting are forgotten; however, one
of the onlookers (we wish they would pay more attention to
the game and less to us) mildly enquires why we have
brought down the British Encyclopaedia. For some
moments we are speechless, but our usual equanimity
having returned, we frantically jot down who kicked off, how,
why, when, and where, and in the absorption of the moment,
entirely miss the most exciting try of the whole game, being
compelled to construct an entirely erroneous account
from the snappish mono-syllables which we extort from
neighbours.

However, the place kick gives us time to recover and
for the rest of the game we get on fairly successfully, and
find ourselves in possession of some quite undreamed of
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faculties by the end of the game, the chief of which is
probably to write more or less intelligibly whilst watching
the game and running up and down the touch-line simultan
eously. (The knack of seeing the game through people's
backs only comes after long years, we are told, but excellent
practice may be obtained in the back row of any grovel
endeavouring to 'keep your eye on the ball' whilst muddy
boots are attempting to leave their signatures on your
proboscis).

The match ends at last, and we return home 'rather
warm but not at all astonished,' and gratefully deposit our
notes in the innermost recess of our shelf and try and forget
about it.

Now to the unthinking public, in case this should fall
into the hands of any such, we may mention the fact that
the reporter's duties do not end here, but by far the worst
part of the business is yet to come. The rough notes were
compiled for our own benefit, but the polished account has
to pass the test of hundreds of critical eyes and its
composition, to an ordinary intellect, is a task equal to the
labours of Hercules.

As a general rule, the ordinary species of report is
good enough so far as bare facts are concerned, but surely an
account might be written to suit the artistic, and mathemat
ical, the classical mind being entirely insatiable.

To better express our meaning, we append a few
examples :-

, The back relieved with a fine kick into touch.'
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For the ordinary mind,· this is sufficient but for the
mathematician it is not accurate enough, and he would
probably prefer it in this form :-

, The ellipsoid was projected at an angle of approximately
45° with a force of not less than 40 poundals, and
travelling in parabolic trajectory fell 13 ft. outside the touch
line, the wind blowing from the N.E., and the ball weighing
37 ozs. minus the mud. (It is interesting to note that the
shortest man who could have saved the ball from touch, his
feet being 12 ins. long, must have been able to stretch
17 ft. 6 ins. counting the bars on his boots, and subtracting
their indentation from the mean surface of the field).'
Everyone will agree that this is far more lucid than the
bald original, but the great length of minute detail must
obviously render this style of reporting slightly lengthy,
thus outweighing the benefit of lucidity.

The artistic temperament demands a description of not
only the best English, but also a harmony of colours
(even if not there) which taxes the brain too heavily for
ordinary reports. However, the above incident might be
depicted in the following way :-

, The scene is indeed entrancing. The leathem bladder,
scorning the lowly earth, rises majestically and then like
some Halley-born comet, descends gracefully once again
in long graceful curves, pausing at its zenith, perchance, to
kiss the whispering wind with scarce audible coquettings.
Meanwhile the a:nue-clad throng on the soft emerald
verdure swarm breathless in boyish glee to mark its
crossing o'er the chalkened line, and shout in gladsome
greeting when once more they grasp their treasured slave.'
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The only positive objection to this style so far as we
may judge is the difficulty of fully appreciating its subtle
semi-existent suggestions.

The only satisfactory way besides the now stereotyped
forms of reporting is to our mind to indulge in verse, as
being the best way of appeasing our own vanity, and trying
the pUblic's patience.

What a world of despair in these words

'Halves and three-quarters everywhere
Not one a drop can kick,'

or how could one better describe the despairing calm of the
onlookers at perceiving the back enjoying a gentle slumber
by the goal post just as the wave of victory is ebbing, than
in these stirring lines,

'If seven men, with clarion voice,
, should shout for half a year,

, do you suppose,' the touch-judge said,
, that they could make him hear.'

'We doubt it,' quoth the awe-struck crowd,
and shed a bitter tear.

And then again, --- but the muse is weary, and we
must retire to our beels merely as matter of form however,

'For our slumbering terms
'with such horrible dreams

'that we'd very much better be waking.'
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Beset by the thousand labours that the waning term
brings in its train, deafened by the conflicting cries of 'Vive
la Constitution' and' A bas les Aristos ' (though this might
be complaisantly heard by our Celtic friend with his
Transatlantic affiuence), we have hardly dared to set pen to
paper during these last two weeks. The experience how
ever of the gentleman who appeared adorned with a red
rosette has left no doubt as to the prevailing political
persuasions of our associates. But my indefatiguable
colleague has just called my attention to the title under
which I am writing. All very well, but he has said every
thing worth saying already.

No one can say that the ceremony of the opening the
new buildings was not a success; and our sincere gratitude
is due to Lord Milner for his kindness in comingdown to
Sherborne, so shortly before the busy time of the elections.
Much of the success of the proceedings was doubtless due to
the admirable arrangements of the Headmaster; and we
must also congratulate our scientific Head of the School on
his elegant Oiceronian oration.

The terrible O.T.O. examination for Certificate A has
now taken place in all its forms, and many an ardent future
defender of the Empire is waiting in great suspense for the
unalterable, if 'not always accountable, decision of the "Var
Office. We hope however that the enthusiastic efforts of
Captain Dunkin and also of our other officers, to say nothing
of the keenness of the candidates themselves, will receive a
justly merited reward. We believe moreover that under the
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able and painstaking instruction of Sergeant Wood the large
number of recruits have done much during this term
towards attaining to efficiency in drill; while the thanks of
all interested in the Corps are due to Lieutenants Davis and
O'Hanlon for the trouble they have taken with regard to
rifle shooting.

We have had the privelege also of hearing a lecture
from a former master of the School, on the subject of the
Swiss Army and National Service. We trust that the four
teen per cent. of the School not yet in the Corps will
seriously consider this important subject.

We cordially welcome lVIr. lVIilford to our midst, and
wish him prosperity in his House that is to be. Now that
we are once more to see a fifth out-house we may perhaps
say (by stretching the meaning of the original) that under
the successive auspices of Archdeacon ,Yestcott and our
present Headmaster, Sherborne indeed' cunctando restituit
rem,' that is to say (thoroughly mixing our metaphors), we
are no 'ill-weeds.'

We feel that we may say that the hard \lork of E. H.
Parry-Jones, uIlsparingly assisted as he has been by 1\11'.
Carey, has met with fair success this season, especially
when we consider that many of our leading men were
frequently unable to play.

The fact that the term is at an end is too well known to
need further impressing upon the mind of our readers, the
customary remarks at such a season are too well worn to
deserve repetition. On this occasion moreover we may
plunge into the revelry of the Saturnalia with an abandon-
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ment horn of the knowledge that but few of those who this
term have kept the proverbial pot aboiling will have trans
ferred their culinary activity elsewhere, by the commence
ment of next--' Alright, your only joint editor and I
wasn't going to write anymore anyhow.'

THE OLD SHIRBURNIAN LODGE.

The second Anniversary Meeting of the Lodge was held
at the Restaurant Frascati on May 18th, when the W.M.
Bro. J. F. Hall installed his successor W. Bra. Cyril Plummer.

The officers for the year are :-

W.M. ...Cyril Plummer, P.G.S.
S.W. J. S. G. Grenfell, D.G.D.C.
J.W. T. C. Rogerson, P.P.A.G.P., Oxon.
Chaplain Rev. H. Dunkin, P.P.G. Chap., Dorset.
Treas. and LP.M. J. F. Hall, L.R.
Sec. ... S. L Galpin.
S.D. P. D. Pearce, P.P.J.G. W., Devon.
J.D. ... H. E. Baker.
D.C. G. S. Criswick, L.R.
Organist ... R. A. Briggs.
LG. . .. H. D. Puckle.
Stewards {C. M. Dyer.

... T. A. Bell.

Owin~ to the death of his late Most Gracious Majesty
King Edward VII, there were no songs or speeches at the
banquet. The Brethren passed a resolution recording their
sense of the great loss the craft had sustained by the death of
their Protector, and expressing their loyal sympathy with the
M.W. the Grand Master H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught.

An emergency Meeting of the Lodge took place by special
dispensation at Sherborne on Saturday, June IIth, Igro. The
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Meeting was held by kind permission of the \tV.M. and Wardens
of the Lodge of Benevolence in their Lodge Room in the
Digby Road. Several Brethren were present, including the
following officers :-W.M. Bro. e. Plummer, P.G.S.; S.W.,
Bro~ J. S. G. Grenfell, D.G.D.e.; J. W., Bro. T. e. Rogerson,
P.P.A.G.P., Oxon.; Chaplain, Bra. Rev. H. Dunkin, P.P.G.,
Chaplain, Dorset; Treas. and LP.M., Bro. J. F. Hall, L.R.;
Stewards, Bros. C. M. Dyer and T. A. Bell. And among other
members were :-Col. Sir William Watts, D.P.G.M., Dorset;
W. B. Wildman, S.G.'N., Dorset; J. G. Kitson, P.P.J.G.W.,
Dorset. Many visitors were present including Bro. Sherren,
P.P.G.D.C., P.G. Sec., Dorset.

The Masonic business included the Passing of Bros. L. S.
Richards and G. M. Carey. T. B. Wildman was initiated into
Masonry, the ceremony being performed by his father, W. Bra.
W. B. Wildman. .

The Banquet was held in the School Shop, kindly lent for
the occasion. After the usual Masonic toasts, Col. Sir vVilliam
\tVatts, Deputy Provincial Grand Master of Dorset, spoke of
the great pleasure it gave him and all Masons in the province of
Dorset to welcome the Old Shirburnian Lodge: the speaker
also proposed the toast' Floreat Scireburnia,' and after referring
to the satisfactory progress of the School, expressed his firm
conviction that the words of the toast "May Sherborne Flourish"
would be justified and the future would shew that Sherborne is
flourishing and will flourish. VV. Bro. Wildmarr in replying
said, that under the vigorous and wise leadership of Mr.
NoweIl Smith the School was indeed flourishing, and the hopes
for its future were bright.

The \V.M. heartily thanked the \V.M. and \Vardens of the
Lodge of Benevolence for so kindly allowing them the use of
the Lodge room; Bro. R. \V. Dickinson, vV.M. of the Lodge
of Benevolence, suitably replied.

A regular Meeting of the Lodge was held at the Restaurant
Frascati, on November 16th. There was a good attendance of
members and visitors. The ceremonies were the Passing of
Bra. T. B. Wildman and the Initiation of F. e. Staley
(Wildman's. 19°3-7).
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The following Brethren have recently joined the Lodge :
Bro. Charles Ransford (S.H.), W. Bro. P. H. Pridham-Wippel,
P.G.S. (Wood's), Bro. A. R. N. MacGillycuddy (Wildman's),
Bro. Capt. A. C. Temperley (S.H.), Bro. W. Mantell Wood
house (Wood's).

SCHOOL NEWS.

The following have been presented with their 1st XV
colours :-

G. Mansfield
A. E. Burt
H. S. Beckton
V. M. Adamson
G. D. Coleman
J. C. Millar

THE OPENING OF THE NEW BUILDINGS
BY LORD MILNER.

On Friday, November nth, the new buildings comprising
the Carrington Buildings and \Vestcott Art School were
formally opened by Lord Milner. At 1-15 the School formed
up in the courts and shortly after Lord Milner in company with
the Headmaster and Col. Goodden (Chairman of the Governing
Body) appeared at the gates. G. Bennett, Head of the School,
then stepped forward and pronounced an address of welcome in
Latin. Lord Milner replied; and G. Bennett and such
Governors as were present were introduced to him. Lord
Milner and the Governors were then entertained at lunch in
the School House Dining Hall. About 3 o'clock all
assembled in the Big Schoolroom. After a short service a
School song was sung composed by Mr. Rhoades and Mr. Tester
for the occasion. The Chairman then addressed Lord Milner
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and presented him with a symbolic key of carved steel, bearing
escutcheons of gold, the one enamelled with the arms of
Sherborne School and the other with those of Lord Milner. After
Lord Milner had replied, the Carmen was sung, and the School
then left the Schoolroom, and Lord Milner attended by the
Governors formally opened the buildings which he inspected,
and the numerous visitors including a large number of Old
Shirburnians, to whose generosity the Westcott Art School is
largely due, were also invited to do so. The Headmaster and
Mrs. Nowell Smith were at home in the Gymnasium from
4 to 5.30. In the evening an Old Shirburnian Dinner was held
in the School House Dining Hall.

The new buildings are too well known now to need any
detailed account. The Carrington buildings comprise several
new classrooms, a museum, and lecture room. These we owe
to the great generosity of Mr. Carrington. The Westcott Art
School, built as a memorial to Archdeacon Westcott, for 16
years Headmaster of Sherborne, during which time the School
increased considerably its numbers, was largely built by sub
scriptions from former members of the School. Below it the
.Armoury has been much extended and greatly improved. A
further account is added of the Art School itself.

WESTCOTT ART SCHOOL.

The \Vestcott Art School was opened at the same time as
the Carrington Buildings by Lord Milner, and there was an
exhibition of work for the occasion. The room was arranged as
for a class, the desks being put in a circle round the stand for
models by the South wall; on this wall was arranged work by
Old Shirburnians. Most of it had been exhibited before,
Peele's, as work of a present Shirburnian, at the summer
exhibition: but a notable addition were some striking designs
for a large church and vicarage by R. Temple Moore, son of
the Archaeological Society's Honorary President, who has just
gone up to Cambridge: these drawings confirm our expectations
that as an architect he will prove a worthy pupil of his illustrious
father. The paintings by Sanders are a good example of
Shirburnian work, which we are always glad to see. On the
other side of the door were hung the beautiful water colour
sketches and drawings of another artist O.S., Mr. J. Ffooks.
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Next to them were several pictures by Mr. Hudson, portraits
and landscapes. On the opposite wall were collected chiefly
mechanical drawings by Hughes and Beckton, ma.; also a
collection of sketches in water colour, pen and pencil by Hughes.
As types of architectural drawing was exhibited a design by
Mr. Hudson for an art school, and an exquisitely finished
drawing of the top of St. Paul's Cathedral Dome. One item
of especial interest was the collection of water colour sketches
delicately wrought in bright colour, executed and lent by the
headmaster. V'vTe are all delighted to see them and to take them
as a clear and beautiful proof of his enlightened patronage of
art. Burt-Smith's work was chiefly represented by the sketches
sent in for the sketching competition. \Vest's work reaches a
high standard: his drawings are careful and effective. Spurway
has been chiefly employed in perspective for an architectural
examination, in which we wish him success.

The Sketch competition for the Summer vacation produced
more competitors than usual and very good work. Burt-Smith
well won the prize by beautiful water colour sketches in
Belgium, with clear, pure colouring: the figures he confesses to
have copied from post cards. Commended were-Hughes,
whose water colour sketches show a love of bright colour, but
not much experience in applying it: Spurway, who sent a soft,
pleasant oil-painting: and \Vest, who sent effective chalk
sketches of Cornish scenery.

Hughes passed first class in the Board of Education Model
and Freehand Drawing Examinations.

DISAPPOINTMENT.

The night of disappointment, cold and dark,
Clutches the heart. vVhat is the use of toil,
The pouring out with labour of our blood?
For the event is empty: all is nought.
And darkness freezes Charity in man,
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This life is but a journey wrought with toil
And blinded labour through the blinding dark:
And Disappointment casts despair on man,
When anger against Heaven boils his blood,
And his best efforts have effected-nought.

Nor can the Creature always be the Man,
Ready with cheer to give away his blood,
And, ignorant that sacrifice is nought,
To fight the losing battle in the dark,
And never sink beneath exceeding toil.

Ever doth knowledge chill the eager blood:
For knowledge teaches souls how life is nought
Except a night of emptiness and toil.
And, with the learning, fear descends on man,
That in despair he yields him to the dark. .

So soothly Love avails, and effort nought:
Ignorance only makes unreasoning man
Hope still that Light may yet be got of Dark.
-And even so, though on and on he toil,
Soon Disappointment must corrode his blood.

Cease !-Thy vain Knowledge is thy fear.
Arise, and join us in the Quest.

'Twere better ignorantly here
To trust our Faith, that worst is best,

Than, knowing that the king of birth
And life and death is grim Despair,

To bind our clay to stifled earth,
And curse the emprise of the Air.

EGIDIUS.

FUOTBALL.

SCHOOLv. DARTMOUTH.

This match, played on 5th November, resulted in victory
for the School, after a struggle which should be as historic to
the onlookers, as the date on which it was played.
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The School won the toss, and Dartmouth kicked off from
the National Schools' end. From the kick, Carr found touch
and the School forwards pressed to half-way from the line-out,
where Carr again took possession of the ball and rushed it over the
Dartmouth goal-line only to be touched down. A lot of grovel
work in the middle followed from which the School three-quarters
eventually got the ball, but by kicking too far ahead, gave the
Dartmouth back an opening for a good kick into touch. The
, Ship' grovel now pressed hard but were checked by oft-side
twice; they soon recovered the ball however and rushed it into
the School 25, where a third off-side stopped them. From the
kick, play was brought back to half-way where the School three
quarters secured the ball, and after some beautiful passing,
Simey scored, the try being converted (5-0). Touch was soon
found in the School 25 and from the line-out, Dartmouth were
only stopped from scoring by a forward pass. A lot of forward
play followed between half-way and the School' 25,' and the
, Ship' three-quarters suddenly broke away, but a splendid
collar by Adamsonchecked them, and after a little loose play
Simey picked up and brought play into the 'Ship' 25. The
School three-quarters now attacked vigorously and were kept
out for some time by plucky collaring, but Coleman finally
scored from a pass by Lott who was brought up just Oll the
line. Converted (IO-O). The' Ship' three-quarters now
pressed and after a lot of forward play on the School line,
Tollemache scored far out. Unconverted (IO-3)' Play con
tinued in School 25, and the ball again crossed the School
line, but was touched down. Coleman then brought the ball to
half-way again when the whistle blew for half-time.

On resuming play, the Dartmouth forwards started pressing,
but Beckton ii. relieved with a fine kick. Carr soon picked up
and pas~ing to Coleman, brought play up to the' Ship' goal
line. From a scrum on the line, the School neatly passed
and Simey scored after good passing, Carr converting (15-3).
Play then reverted to the School 25, but Bed,ton ii. relieved
and Carr, picking up, put Coleman over again. Unconverted
(18-3)' Play continued in the Dartmouth 25, and Simey
was soon over, the try being unconverted (21-3). From the
kick, Beckton i. secured and brought play again into the
'Ship' 25, where Lott picked up and passed to Simey who
scored again far out (24-3). The' Ship' now started pressing
vigorously and gradually forced the ball into the School 25
where a free kick was given to them; however Carr secured
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from the kick and reached touch at half-way. Dartmouth
continued pressing however ann after some very fine passing,
scored far out. Unconverted (24-6). Dartmouth continued
to press and Douglas-Pennant was soon over for them far out,
the try being converted with a magnificent kick (24-II). The
School now pressed again, and brought play well np to the Dart
mouth line, when the whistle blew for' no side' with the final
score (24-II).

SCHOOL v. CLIFTON CLUB.

This match, played on 12th November, resulted in a none
too easy win f.or Clifton.

The Club kicked off towards Yeovil, and started pressing at
once, E. F. Eberle soon scoring from a scrum in the School 25.
The try was converted (0-5). The School forwards now
rushed the ball into the Club 25 where Lott found touch weil,
and scored a second later from the line-out. Cau converted
(5-5). The Club' threes' again got going but were brought
up by Baxter in the School 25. A moment later, Lott picked
up and passed to Cau, who scored in the middle, converting his
own try (IO-5). Clifton then made a rush into the School 25,
where V. F. Eberle scored from a scrum, the kick failing (ID-8).
Scrums followed in the School 25, and the Clifton 'threes'
again got away, V. F. Eherle ,:coring. This try was also
unconverted (IO-II). The Club three-quarters were soon
pressing again but were stopped by splendid collaring, H. S.
Beckton finding touch well. The School three-quarters now
pressed, and were only stopped by an intercepted pass.
H. Beckton stopped a rush by the Club forwards from a free
kick, and found touch beautifully in the Club 25, where Simey
a moment later scored after fine passing. The kick failed
(13-II). The Club forwards were again pressing when the
whistle blew for half-time.

The second half started with loose work at half-way until
Cau picked up the ball and brought play into the Club 25.
V. F. Eberle relieved however, finally bringing play back to the
School 25 and being collared on the line by Simey. A moment
later C. Slee was over for the Club, the try being converted
(13-16). Play remained at half-way until E. F. Eberle scored
twice ill- quick succession far out, both kicks failing (13-22).
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Play continued for some time in School 25 until Carr and Lott
rushed the ball into the Club 25, where Gullick picked up
and was only just collared on the line. A lot of pretty three
quarter play followed, the Club finally pressing to the
School 25; H. S. Beckton secured the ball, however, ana after a
fine run passed to Simey who all but crossed the Club line. A
moment later, Baxter was nearly over the line when the whistle
blew for no side, leaving the score at 13-22.

SCHOOL v. WELLS CLERGY.

This match, played on 16th November, resulted in an easy
win for the School, too easy really, at any rate from the
spectators' point of view, who were in imminent peril from
frost-bite, and that even greater danger, ' ennuie.'

The School lost the toss and kicked off from the Yeovil end,
the Wells backs secured the ball and brought play back to half
way, where they were stopped by a forward pass. Play remained
at half-way for some time, when Simey scored after a brilliant
run. Unconverted (3-0). Scrums followed in the Wells 25,
where Baxter soon got the ball and scored far out. The kick
again failed (6-0). After loose play in Wells 25, their forwards
made a fine rush into the School 25, where Lott relieved with
a fine kick, bringing play back to \Vells 25. An intercepted
pass brought play to half-way, where Lott again relieved. The
Wells back secured the ball but Simey charged down the kick,
and scored far out. Unconverted (9-0). Play remained for
some time in the Wells 25 where their pack picked up, and
found touch at half-way. A moment later Carr secured, and
ran right through, also converting his own try (14-0). Half
time.

The second half also opened with play in the Wells 25,
where Coleman soon picked up the ball and ran in; unconverted
(17-0). The ball was then passed out to Baxter who was
brought up on the line, only to scramble over a second later:
the kick just failed (20-0). Two tries followed in quick
succession, one by Carr, who convert£d his own (25-0), and
one by Simey, unconverted (28-0). Play now came into the
School 25, but a fine rush took it into \Vells 25, where
Baxter soon picked up the ball and scored, after a good run. U n
converted (31-0). Two more tries followed immediately, one
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by Mason, unconv6rted (34-,,-0), and one by Simey, converted
byCarr (39-0). The Wells three-quarters now got away and
looked like scoring, but were brought up on the line, collar by
Baxter. The School however retaliated with a fine rush which
brought play up to the Wells line, where Becktoll scored. The
kick failed (42-0). A minute later, Simey was in again, the
try being unconverted, and' no side' was soon blown with the
score of 45-0.

SHERBORNE SCHOOL 2ND XV v. KELLY COLLEGE.

This match was played on 26th November, and resulted in
a somewhat easy win for the School by 33 points to nil.

Kelly kicked off towards Yeovil, and the School forwards,
led by Shears, rapidly worked the ball into the Kelly 25, where
Freeman receiving the ball from a scrum ran in and scored
between the posts, Krause kicked the goal. Soon after the kick-off
the Kelly forwards heeled the ball, but Macartney intercepting a
pass gained ground. Morrison then broke through and scored,
Krause again converted. Following the kick-off a scrum near
Kelly 25 started a passing movement among the School three
quarters, which resulted in Corfe scoring. This time Krause
failed at the kick. Several good forward moves were made by
the School, Hitch and Hoskins being prominent. From a free
kick near Kelly 25 Bramall made an abortive attempt at a drop.
Subsequently good passing by the School three-quarters sent
Macartney in, Adams failed at the kick. Rushes by both
forwards ensued, and no further points were added until half
time, which found the School leading by 16 points to nil.

Upon resuming Macartney and Morrison added tries in
quick succession, Krause and Blair respecth'ely taking the
kicks, both of which failed. After this Kelly were twice forced
to touch down, once through a good kick by Macartney, and
once by Corfe, who nearly got in. Macartney then again scored
between the posts, but Krause failed to convert. Freeman
immediately added another try, which Blair converted. From
the kick-off the School forwards rushed the ball back to half
way, and after a good rush Macartney scored his fourth try.
No side was very soon called, leaving the School victors by
3 goals 6 tries to nil.
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SHERBORNE SCHOOL v. BULFORD CAMP.

This match was played on 3rd December in miserable
weather, the latter part being nearly invisible from the touch
line. In spIte oE the fact that they were without Parry Jones,
Spurway, and Coleman, the result was a handsome win for the
School by 39 points to 5.

The visitors arrived five short and played Adams, Freeman,
Gurney, Boskins, and BramaIl as substitutes.

The School kicked off towards the National Schools, and
immediately began to press, with the result that Simey,
obtaining the baIl from a loose scrum, after a splendid swerve
scored between the posts. Carr's kick at goal failed. FoIlowing
neutral play Burt obtained the baIl from a heel-out, and scored
after a good run. Carr again failed to convert; immediately after
the drop-out Carr scored, but failed at the kick. Neutral play
ensued on the half-way line, and Adams gained some ground
for Bulford by good dribbling. Then followed a good kick at
goal by one of the Bulford backs, which succeeded, but was
disallowed owing to the fact that it had been punted and not
dropped. Following the drop-out, Simey picking up ran the
whole length of the field and scored between the posts, and
converted his own try. After this Bulford pressed a little, but
Adamson relieved by a good run; Bulford's three-quarters
however brought the ball back into the School 25, and
eventually their forwards rushed the hall over the line, and
scored their only try. After the kick-off, the School forwards
heeled, and the ball coming down to Simey he scored far out;
this try he converted with a magnificent kick. Carr added
another try, which Simey just failed to convert, before half-time
arrived with the score 22-5.

The second half was a succession of tries for the School.
Adamson nearly scored after a good run, but was brought down
near the line. From the subsequent heel-out Simey scored, but
failed to convert. Baxter immediately added another try after
good passing by the three-quarters, Carr's kick at goal failing.
Simey quickly added another two tries, Gullick failing to
convert either. After the drop-out Simey gained grounG by a
good kick and Burt scored from a loose scrum; Carr converted.
After the kick-off Gurney by good dribbling brought the baIl
near the School 25, but Beckton relieved with a good kick.
Neutral play then followed till no side was given, leaving the
School victors by 3 goals 8 tries (39 points) to I goal (5 points).
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LECTURES.

THE SWISS ARMY.

On Saturday, November the 12th, Mr. C. 1. Coulton, a
former master of the School, gave us a lecture on the Swiss
Army, the Swiss system being the model on which com
pulsory military training in England will be probably formed.
First he gave a brief shetch of the salutary system of our own
country in force during the middle ages with the further
improvements of King Edward Ill, under which system the
English gained their reputation as the best soldiers in Europe;
he went on however to tell us how that the system of
compulsory militia dwindled into an impracticable county
system, so that two centuries after Agincourt both the Parlia
mentarians and Royalists had to depend largely on pressing
untrained men to fill their armies, the London militia-men who
fought with the rebels being the only efficient remnant of the
training which had produced such a nation of soldiers, that they
not only destroyed their own country's enemies but were sought
for by the numerous republics of Italy and were even employed
to stem the tide of invasion from the sinking empire of
Constantinople. Our lecturer then showed us a sketch illustrat
ing the comparative populations of Europe, and showing how
the small country of Switzerland with its small population was
hedged in on all sides by large first-class powers; and he went
on to tell us how in spite of this and the natural barriers of the
mountains, the Swiss have determined by personal service to
shew their powerful neighbours that there is little to get but the
proverbial kicks for anyone attempting to violate their bound
aries. He shewed us how thoroughly democratic and how
unanimously popular isthe Swiss system. A striking instance
of the first point being shewn in the case of one of the richest
merchants in Geneva who is a private, while his shoemaker is
his colonel (the highest position a Swiss can hold in time of
peace). For in the Swiss army every man regardless of wealth
and position joins the ranks, and promotion is only gained by
proficiency first in shooting as well as other points, and then by
extra voluntary work and difficult examinations, and in addition
to the regular training there is a far greater per centage of
volunteer service than existing at present in England. Then
with regard to the second point, the popularity of the system.
The Army is one of the greatest sources of national pride among
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the Swiss. A short time ago it was put to the vote as to
whether a week's extra training should be added, and the
question was answered in the affirmative by a majority of over
600,000; and the only reason for the number not being greater
was that it incurs a greater expenditure. As another instance
of the popularity of the Army a father and four sons who owned
a moderate-sized factory left the work regularly to their clerks
to carry on, that they might all take part in the annual training,
though at least two were exempted by law for carrying on the
business. Again each man keeps his own rifle (together with
the ancient national form of wrestling, rifle-shooting is the most
popular pursuit in Switzerland), and is responsible for it being
kept in good condition. Though the only penalty inflicted for a
badly kept rifle when the inspector comes round is three francs,
for cleaning at a government factory, not one case is found in a
thousand, it being considered a public disgrace. Our lecturer
then shewed us slides illustrating the Swiss army at manreuvres,
and also several pictures of public gymnastic and wrestling
performances, no country having such a thorough and universal
system of gymnastics as Switzerland. First we saw cadets
being practically trained in climbing obstacles, then a volunteer
battery practising (they were provided with some of the latest
pattern guns at a time when the English volunteers had to use
muzzle-loaders till some batteries were supplied with obsolete
breech-loading guns, which had to be returned as useless).
After this came slides of larger bodies of regular troops, very
heavily accoutred and manreuvring constantly in snow. But
besides infantry, though the country is so mountainous, the
Swiss have an efficient body of cavalry recruited by volunteers,
the period of training being longer. The horses are provided
by the government, half the price of the horse being paid by the
trooper, who receives the money back by instalments and
retains the horse if he keeps it in condition during the period he
has to attend the annual training. The commissariat depart
ment is also thoroughly efficient, all the wagons and horses in
the country besides the regular government transport are
registered for instant commandeering in time of war. We were
then shewn by many instances what an excellent physical
training this system is. Men who have been delicate through
out theIr early life are transformed by their first few months'
hard work and healthy exercise coupled with good plain food.
Without any of the disadvantages of barrack life or an~T of the
other abuses common among other continental systems, every
Swiss not only receives. a better physical training than any
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other European with the possible exception of members of a
small privileged class in England, but also becomes an efficient
enthusiastic soldier, capable of meeting the troops of any other
natibn, in the defence of his country, on equal terms except in
point of numbers for which the natural advantages of the
mountains largely compensate. The lecture concluded with a
grave and eloquent warning with regard to the present state of
England's defences. For owing to the carelessness of our
administrators bred of long years of immunity from any fear of
invasion, among all the men in Europe whether they be
Frenchmen or infidel Turks, the Englishmen alone cannot say
that in the advent or accident of a foreign army appearing in
his territory, that every available able-bodied man in his
country is ready trained, and prepared to defend his home, his
wife, and his children.

WONDERS OF THE WORLD.

On Thursday, November the 24th, Mr. R. Tindall gave us a
lecture entitled "\Vonders of the \,yorld," further enhanced as
being given by the father of one of the most popular members
of the staff the lecture was exceedingly enjoyable. The
illustrations were given by an excellent three-Iensed lantern
which produced some most realistic mechanical effects and
night scenes, both ot which were thoroughly appreciated by the
audience.

It is impossible that we should treat with all the instructive
and interesting scenes which were lavished upon us, but we will
nevertheless endeavour to give a brief outline of the delightful
" travel round the world" which we experienced. Passing first
through France we saw some of the chief buildings of Paris,
then we went on through the snowclad mountains of Switzerland
to Rome with the mausoleum of Hadrian or castle of Saint
Michael Angelo, and thence to ill-fated Pompeii the most perfect
example of a classical city existing. Then on to Egypt and the
great African desert where we saw the great Ashlar pyramids
of the Fourth Dynasty and the Sphinx, also the sand storms
and mirage of the desert, cleverly depicted by mechanical slides.

After this we paid a brief visit to the wonderful continent
of Asia, examining its strange flora and passina throuah the
holy city of Benares with its myriads of priest; and pilgrims
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and ever-burning ghats. Thence to America where we saw the
huge pines of California and the wide prairies further North,
with a vivid illustration of the horrors of a prairie fire.

Final1y, before returning to old England we visited the
weird Arctic regions with their icebergs and Aurora Borealis.
On our way home we had the thrilling if gruesome experience
of seeing a large sailing-ship slowly mastered by flames. Once
more in England we saw some of the beauties and natural
phenomena of our own country, concluding with a most
realistically produced fire slowly checked by the fire brigade,
and lastly we considered the railway train, the greatest pioneer of
modern civilization.

O.S. NEWS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Reginald Barlow Plumer (Lincoln's Inn) has been called
to the Bar.

E. A. A. Forrest has been elected to a Mathematical
Exhibition at Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

LITERARY.

'Principia Mathematica,' Volume I, by A. N. Whitehead,
SC.D., F.R.S., Fellow and late Lecturer of Trinity College,
Cambridge, and Bertrand Russell, M.A., F.R.S., Lecturer and
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

The aim of the work is to show the dependence of
mathematics upon logic by deducing from purely logical
premises the elementary propositions of its various
branches. The first volume is concerned with' Mathe
matical Logic and Prolegomena to Cardinal Arithmetic.'

'Old English Instruments of Music,' their History and
Character, by F. W. Galpin, F.L.S. 9 in. x st in., xxv. + 32 7
pages. (The Antiquary's Books. General Editor, J. Charles
Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.) Methuen. 7s, 6d. net.
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'An Illustrated Guide to the Federated lVIalay States.'
Edited by Cuthbert W. Harrison, Malay Civil Service. 6t in, x
41- in., 333 pag-es. The Malay States Development Agency,
II I and I 13, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 2S. 6d. net.

MARRIAGES.

Hay-Beck. On the 12th November, at St. Augustine's,
Broxbourne, Herts, by the Rev. ]. Salwey, M.A., Vicar of the
Parish, assisted by the Rev. H. M. \Vest, M.A., and the Rev.
H. C. Wright, M.A., of Haileybury College, Kenneth Robert
Hay, M.B., of 20, St. lames' Place, S. VV., third son of the late
Alexander S. Hay and of Mrs. Alexander Hay of Sacombe
Park, Ware, to Rachel, second daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Beck, of Sherborne House, Hoddesdon, Herts.

..JI.--- +_

@bituar)?

DOUGLAs.-At Kuala Lumpar, F.M.S., on
November 4th, Saxton Edward, eldest son of
the late ]ustyn George Durham Douglas, M.D"
of ~Bournemouth, and of Mrs. Douglas, of
Rustington, Sussex, aged 33.

J. P. BURROW, ob. October 26th, IglO,
aged 23.

Entered the School, September, IS02, left
December, Ig06 (Wilson's and Dunkin's).
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THE SOPHISTS.

[DECEMBER,

On Saturday, November the 19th, a debate was held in the
School House Reading Room; Mr. Tindall took the chair.
The motion before the House was' That in the opinion of this
House the Poor imitate the vices of the Rich.' Proposed by
H. G. Dixey, seconded by Mr. Dennis; opposed by R. E.
Hodgson, seconded by G. Bennett.

MR. DIXEY began his address to the House by saying that
the only argument valid in such a debate was historical
evidence. He had studied ancient society, and even the society
of Melanesia and Central Africa. In all cases, up to the present
day, the Melanesian plutocrat has been aped by his poorer
brethren, and the modern aristocracy has been (so far as its vices
go) imitated by the lower classes. The Rich, to prevent mis
understanding, were to be understood as synonymous to the
Upper Classes. The Rich were highest in the civilised scale,
the poor just below them, below the poor there tailed away
barbarous man to primitive man to-' Maecenas atauis edite,
simeis '-the characteristics of which primeval ancestor of our
race being those of proverbial imitation. The rich have nothing
above them to copy, while amid the immensity of the space of
progress the only solid thing above the poor was the aristocracy,
whereas the rich had nothing but the clear field before them and
far greater resources to venture upon the unknown, and greater
scope for indulging their energies. The poor felt themselves
sufficiently if not excessively virtuous and naturally copied the
vices of the rich. After all, vice is the companion of pleasure,
and virtue but the handmaid of boredom.

MR. HODGSON then rose to lead the Opposition. There
were many instances, he contested, in which the poor did not
imitate the rich. Gambling, for example, was an inborn instinct
natural to all classes. With regard to drunkenness, while the
rich man slowly wrecks himself by continual slight excess, the
poor man completely intoxicates himself occasionally, far less
physical damage thus resulting. In speech the poor man has
few ways of expressing disgust or displeasure, and they were, to
say the least, outspoken and blunt. The rich man has a larger
vocabulary and more elegant methods. Murder is differently
performed by the rich and poor man. The poor man commits it
from want, or, more often, upon the impulse or by the passion
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of the moment. It was an insult to the rich man to compare his
ingenious methods to the crude murder of the poor man. The
poor man again steals from want, the rich man from avarice.
It was an insult to the poor to suppose that they imitated the
rich, whom they considered greedy blood-sucking parasites,
seeing that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. The
reason that they appeared to copy the rich in dress was that
they bought clothes later than the rich, when they were cheaper
as being out of fashion.

MR. DENNIS then seconded the hon. proposer. Ostentation,
he said, was a very general vice and a serious one. He would
not enter into details, but one knew the end that it led to. The
poor, observing the display of the rich, have to produce their
effect on small means, and expect some result for their outlay.
China dogs, after all, are almost as striking as rings. They
have no chance of studying taste or what is pleasurable, and
take their ideas from what they believe to be the amusements of
the rich; and one always shews one's worst side to strangers.
The poor knew nothing of the real charms of the private life of
the rich. Being thus in the experimental stage, they make
mistakes, as the boy at school when his ideas of taste begin
first to develop makes mistakes with regard to the effect of socks
or handkerchiefs. A common instance of this mistake is shewn
in the idea that there is pleasure in getting things done for one;
the poor see the rich having certain things done for them, and
imagine that this must always produce amusement, hence the
time and money he wastes on watching football matches and
paying professionals. The poor man's language is quite as rich
and varied in its way as the rich man's; and if the rich man
commits the scientific murder, it is the poor man who takes an
interest in it.

MR. BENNETT then seconded the Opposition. The hon.
proposers attributed the drunkenness of the poor of the present
day to the hard drinking of the rich a century ago. The past of
the rich, he protested, III no way affects the past, present and
future love of drink common to both classes. The poor drink
from a motive of enjoyment, not out of imitation. The poor
liked ostentation: this too is a common and natural vice not
born of imitation. Moreover, the gaudiness of the poor is
excusable, as it involves less outlay. The hon. proposer de
clared that no man sins without example: men, however. commit
the same sins naturally in different forms. With regard to
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employinl; football players, he (the hon.seconder of the Opposi
tion) did not feel personally that in his poverty his ten and six a
term went to employ people to amuse him; the large numbers
of the townspeople who attend School matches do so entirely for
pleasure, as they employ no one.

The motion was then put before the House for discussion.

C. K. MUSPRATT addressed the House. He stated that
he sympathised with the hon. proposers. He denied that
the amusements of the poor were excusable on the grounds
of cheapness. The poor man could probably less well afford
himself his beer than the rich man his champagne. He deplored
the truth of the proposition, in that the crude imitation of the
poor led to legislation which included the prohibition of the less
offensive (as being more elegant) vices of the rich.

No other member wishing to address the House, the
CHAIRMAN rose and gave a short speech. Aristotle, he said,
held that both virtue and vice were tp.ndencies. of which vice was
the stronger ; and that the vices of the rich formed no example
to the poor. Ostentation was hardly a vice, because it pleased
those that indulged in it and amused those that beheld it, and
therefore gave happiness to all. Drink neither improves the
race nor gives lasting pleasure, and is therefore a vice. But
ever since the discovery of fermentation both rich and poor
mdulged in this vice. The reading of emotional details in half
penny papers is a vice; it gives no pleasure, but is simply
revolting. In this, however, the poor do not imitate the rich,
but read these papers simply from a' nasty twist' in human
nature that loves the revolting. Debt is a vice, but in this the
poor do not imitate the rich, as a rich man when he gets into
debt ceases to be rich; though, having once been rich, he may
do so on a more elaborate scale. All arguments on this point
, pull both ways,' there is no imitation but similarity of natural
.tendency.

MR. DIXEY then had a few minutes to reply. Among other
points he stated that there had been some misunderstanding
with regard to the drinking of the last century; he contested
that though drink had been prevalent among the poor through
out English history, it had grown worse during the last century,
and hard drinking had then first originated among the rich.

The House then divided, and it was found that the motion
was lost.
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During the course of this term the Sophists read the
following plays:-

Dandy Dick Pinero
Bardell v. Pickwick Dickens
The Taming of the Shrew... Shakespeare
She Stoops to Conquer Goldsmith

Mr. King very kindly consented to read the part of
Petruchio in The Taming of the Shrew, and Mr. Walker read
in She- Stoops to Conquer; and we have found several new
readers among the Sophists themselves this term, notably C. F.
Puckridge. Once more our thanks are due to Mr. Tindall for
the energetic way in which he has conducted the Society.

AN END AND A BEGINNING.

I had a dream the other night, and it was this:

I was in the lowest room of a very tall Tower, which, as
I thought, was as high as heaven; and the Tower was my life.
There was a plea.sant, peaceful light, which must have come
from some beneficent Lamp, for it was kind, and kindness was
all round me. There were no windows, and I cannot clearly
remember what the place was like itself. All I know for certain
is that I lived for some time there, until the hour came that I
should open a little door in the corner of the room, and climb
the stairs which curled upward behind it, and come to the room
next above me. This I did, and as Time continued on its
course, I climbed upward through many rooms, in each of which
I remained a certain time. And this ascending journey, with
its many lazy resting-places, was pleasant. It was my child
hood.

There were never any windows yet; nor did I ever know
what would be the nature of the next stage. The succession of
rooms went on, and the succession of staircases, until presently
I came to the first window. It was but a tiny grating, placed
so high up the wall that I could see by its means nothing of
what was outside; and soon my interest in it flagged. BlIt just
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as I was passing- from that room, a ray of light shone suddenly
through the window and lit upon me, filling me with exaltation
and enthusiasm,- for what, I knew not then, nor know I now.
But when I had climbed the stairs, I found in the next room no
windows, and only the ordinary, constrained light which I had
at first enjoyed, but of which I was now quickly wearying. It
seemed that I had to stay longer than usual in that room, and
so, after my momentary glimpse at the light of heaven, I felt
myself disgusted and discontented with the unending sameness
of this ascent which was my life. Occasionally I would hear
some voice or other say, seeming to speak from afar, ' Courage!
Thou hast but this task-to climb and to endure.' So I believed,
thinking that, if I could but climb high enough, I should find
myself some day upon the top of the Tower; and the top, of
course, would be in Heaven. Yet at times, when the light in the
room was dim and sleepy, I used to catch myself wondering how,
by this dull climbing, I had any right to expect in the end
attainment of a summit of happiness. What virtue was in this
boredom that- should deserve any such reward? But there
were now sometimes windows, at the sight of which I could
rouse myself and work.

I remember very clearly my sensations when, after climbing,
the accustomed short, curly flight of stairs, I found myself for
the first time in pitch darkness, which was absolutely unrelieved
by any ray of light. For a minute or two I was so startled as
to be unable to appreciate anything but the actual impression of
blind happiness; but when this mood had quickly passed, rage
and hate came upon my soul in a great flood, so that I sat down
in the darkness and cursed my life. And presently I felt the
impulse which led me to the unseen door, and I rose once more
to some kind light. But on several occasions after that, I found
myself in the darkness, which now brought frantic indignation,
and now sulky despair. Other times-once or twice-I was in
a bright, keen light, and would read Omar Khayyam, and feel
wise and cynical. A strange excitement would intoxicate me,
and before ever I left those rooms I used to hear a sound as of
bricks falling all about me, which frightened me out and up to
the old, old ordinary again.

After I had toiled in discontent for many years, and become
quite familiar with nark rooms, I was once more in the suffocat
ing uneasiness of an enclosed night of utter blackness, when,
looking round impatiently, I saw suddenly a tiny crack of light
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in the wall. I rushed to it, and beat on the walls around it, but
to no purpose; until of a sudden I found a long-handled hammer
in my hand, and I smote hard and high, that a great piece of the
wall was struck outward. But the gap was out of my reach.
I persevered nevertheless, and succeeded in smashing much of
the higher portions of the imprisonment of the walls, so that the
dark room was sunlit and airy. And as at last I looked back at
my work with my reluctant hand upon the latch of the little
door in the corner, I thought to myself, 'I have done something
here-but not enough; I might have done so much more. Why,
there is a part of the wall I never remember having attempted.'
But I had to go and I went.

Presently I was sitting solemnly in a windowless, dim room,
when I suddenly knew that to-morrow I should reach the top of
the Tower. 'So soon ended?' thought I, 'at last I have
attained! '-' And thence,' went on a voice, seeming to whisper
from afar, ' thence wilt thou start thy life.' I was puzzled, for
I thought this had been life. And I continued wondering what
was meant until the time came to open that last door, and to

,. mount those last stairs. And when I had so done, I found
myself at last upon the top of the Tower. My first glance was
upward; but the long-yearned-for sky was grey and uninteresting,
and soon I lowered my gaze, going to the edge, and looked down.
Below me on all sides stretched the boundless \Vorld; but I
might not see it, veiled as it was beneath a mantle of clouds
that continued out and away as far as the eye could reach.
Bewildering uncertainty beset my mind. \;Vhat now? \Vhence
the start, and-whither? The place where I was was very dim
to my eyes, but I think it was like a railway station, where a low
hum was going on all round, in which I could distinguish no
articnlate word, except 'Good-bye'; and this soon seemed to
make up all that confused sound. Once or twice, too, my hand
was taken, and a ' Good-bye' was said to me; but my hand
was limp and cold, and one or more of the unresponsive fingers
would perhaps stray outside the grasp, and my clumsy knuckles
would ache at the pressure. I found that I could utter no
intelligible answer, and finally turned away and went once more
to the edge. Then there I crouched on the terrible brink in doubt,
until I heard a great voice thunder, so that the whole Tower
shook; and what that voice said was' Eigltt-forty !' J\Iechani
cally I obeyed the dread command. I poised myself, leaned out
ward, lost heart, and fell sprawling into space. In great sweeps I
hurtled down into that blind Unknown; and falling, so awoke.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[DECEMBER,

On Saturday, October 29th, the Society, on the very kind
invitation of Mr. Wingfield Digby, visited Sherborne Castle.
The Castle is noted for its history, its architecture and its
furnishing, and an extremely interesting illustrated account of
these appeared in the COllntry Life, for September 24th, 1910.
It is built on rising ground, partly surrounded by a lake and in
an extensive and wooded park, with deer in it. The central
block was built by Sir Waiter Ralegh, when dismIssed from
the Court by Elizabeth for his marriage with Elizabeth
Throgmorton; here Ralegh spent the last few days before his
execution, on October 29th (we have thus kept the anniversary
of his death) in 1618. The house went to Carr, and then to
John Digby, Fourth Earl of Bristol, Ambassador in Spain,
whose son became Charles' 'evil genius' in the war. It was
by these that Ralegh's Lodge was given its wings with their
low towers: in stone and dull-coloured plaster; the windows on
the courts are large and mullioned, those on the outerside being
more classic. The party, conducted by Mr. Wildman, went
round to the northern side, seeing the Orangery and the
tesselated Roman pavement; then in through the panelled hall
to the richly furnished drawing rooms and library, with their
exquisite furniture and heavy hangings, their carved and painted
mantel-pieces and their moulded ceilings. On coming out to
the front we met a perambulator and paid our respects to the
heir of these domains.

On Sunday, November 27th, Mr. \Vildman explained to
a too small company, something about the fossils in the
Museum, and especially their connection with Dorset. There
are two main divisions of rock: that which comes up from the
inside of the earth, a solid mass, called, if it is hardened into
rock before it reaches the surface, Plutonic; if it comes up
molten, and solidifies on the surface, it is different and is called
Igneous or Volcanic; and the rocks which are formed by the
settling of sand in water, formed in layers thick or thin, of the
sand or of the shell-fish, and the beasts that prey upon them
dead in banks: called stratified rock.

The cases down the middle of the room contains fossils,
representing the various stages of existence, from the (early)
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Archaean to the (new) Pleistocene when man first appears.
In Dorset there is no rock of the Rimany period, which is the
period in which the early forms of life first appear: seaweed
then small shell sea-fish, and gradually increasing beasts in
size and development: for the first beasts were soft and they
only gradually developed hard scales or back-bones, which
alone remain. But in Dorset may be found examples of nearly
every division of the Secondary Period, from the Iias to Gocene.
Especially famous are the Has beds (from lias: Somerset word
for layer) at Lyme, where must have- been a shallow sea,
covered with shell fish of every variety, both small and great,
with such beast a-s Ictnyesami to feed upon them: the fossils
are in a wonderful state of preservation and we at Sherborne
have an especially good collection. The name for the whole
of this period is Imassic. Sherborne is on the Inferior (a
branch of Lower) Oolite, a stone full of ammonites and
remains of ancient cuttle fish (belemnites) and other shell
fish. The most valuable fossil in the museum, the only
complete snout of the Megalosaurus, was found in the Bristol
Road Quarry. From Sherborne we pass through the marble
of the wooded Slopes to the Cornbrash round Holnest (our
collection made by a former Rector of Holnest is -one of the
most complete there is for this division) over the Oxford
Clay in Blackmore Vale till we stand on the site of tropical
seas, in a land of coral. The upper Oolite beds of Portland are
most important and Kimmeridge Clay derives its name from a
place in the Isle of Purbeck .

From this Secondary Age we pass over a wide unexplained
gap to the Tertiary Rocks with Gocene (only just new). The
flowers and plants are now almost modern, almost like those
we have now: but not till the end of this age when we reach
the Pleistocene (quite new), do we come to men, men with low

-skulls, using flint implemen.ts. Of these there are 1\vo sorts,
Paleolithic and Neolithic, of two races of men in England: the
Paleolithic age is sharply separated from the Neolithic which
succeeded it, of which there are many remains in Dorset, and
one village at Marston. Flint implements may usually be

-recognised by their shape: at one end rounded where the
maker held it; they have on the blade part ripples, made by
succeeding blows. \Vith the N eolithic men we find (in such places
as \Vookey Hole in Somerset), extensive remains of animals,
cave hyenas, cave bears, mammoths, and such beasts. And
with this stage we reach the modern times of Geology: each
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period of an age is many thousand years, and men have not
been long enough upon the earth for their remains to be
fossilized: multiply the time during which men have been upon
the earth many times, and you will have one age in the
history ot the earth itself, as recorded by Geology/

With reference to a letter which appeared in the last
number of The Shirburnz"an, the Secretary acknowledges the
justice of much of the criti"cism, and begs to say that he has
had under consideration a scheme, upon much the same lines
as those suggested in the letter, by which he hopes the evils
may be to some extent rectified.

CORPS NOTES~

The Corps has had little to interrupt the even tenour of its
way, not even so exciting an event as a route march. And it
may be forgiven if before the end of this long term it confesses
to a feeling of satiety with drills and other such mixed pleasures.
The Field has generally been with reason pronounced impossible
on Tuesdays; and movements have consequently been cribb'd,
cabin'd, and confined to the Courts. No one can pretend it is
very much enjoyment to drill a section within the narrow limits
of a Fives Court; or to be a commander of. anyone of eight
sections which can do nothing so well as obstruct each other's
path of advance or retreat: and except in the more skilful
hands Company drill tends to. become a dully monotonous
repetition of Change Direction. Motion round the four sides of
a square does not afford a permanent possibility of pleasure.
As for indoor work, Shooting for the Tests has under the
Sergeant made good progress.

Twenty-three candidates faced the ordeal of the examina
tion for Certificate A. \iVhatever the result of their labours,
undertaken mostly in leisure hours when they might be reading
W ordsworth or even lighter literature, they may take comfort
in the fact that the War Office continues to pay an extra
ordinarily high compliment to their general intelligence and
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enthusiasm. We donot doubt this is justified; but we question
if the War Office appreciates the conditions under which the
subject is got up. In the matter of Drill, C Company may take
credit to itself for usefulness; several candidates (during many
cold mornings) exercised themselves and it into a greater state
of efficiency.

The Drill and Musketry Competition took place on Friday,
December 9th. The result was as as follows :-

DRILL AND MUSKETRY CORPS COMPETITION.

DRILL.
I 'A' Co., No. 4 Section (Dunkin's) Corp!. Cex
2 'B' Co., No. I Section (King's)

{
'A' Co., No. I Section (S. H.) }

3 'B' Co., No. 2 Section (Bensly's
5 'B' Co., No. 4 Section (Carey's)
6 'A' Co., No. 2 Section (S. H.)

MUSKETRY.

I King's (Col.-Sergt. Robertson) 79
2 Dunkin's 63
3 Bensly's 62
4 S. H. {A-K) 57
5 S. H. (L-Z) 48
6 Carey's ... 46

The judge, Capt. Temperley, made certain remarks upon
.the results; one, we understand, of a complimentary nature to
the Commander of King's section.

Finally there remains to be recorded that (provisional)
Lieut. Davis arid 2nd-Lieut. O'Hanlon have been gazetted
Lieutenants. 101!I/Io.

REVIEWS.

Vie have had a copy of Charles Letts' 'School-boy's Diary'
submitted to our notice. This work, we are bound to say,
appears extremely useful, as containing, without reaching an
inconvenient size, both diary and note-book. Besides this it
has many other advantages over the most compendious of
ordinary diaries, as far as school life is concern~d.
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\Ve quote the following from the prospectus:
, In addition to the Diary proper it contains: Latin, French and

German Irregular Verbs. Historical events for every day of the
year. Valuable Mathematical Tables and Constants. Science Notes
and Constants. Numerous pages in which one can keep a record of
books lent and borrowed, pocket money, letters written and received.
marks. results of school matches and of school gports. and Cricket
and Football Championship Tables, &c.

We have also re.ceived a booklet entitled' The Parrot.'
We are not literary critics, but the English strucK us here and
there a5 being faulty, and the matter itself, a protest against
corporal punishment, unfortunate, The author perhaps has
been out of touch with the life at English Public Schools for
some time, and we venture to assure him that, at the present
day, it is not a pastime frequently indulged in to excess by
headmasters, and when inflicted the results are purely beneficial.

GIFTS TO. THE LIBRARY.

C 223

H 2g3B

D 482
D 483
D 484
D 487

Latin Literature: ] W. Mackail, London, 1902; gift
of A. H. Wildman, O.S.

Nelson's Hardy: Broadley and Bartelot, London, 1909;
gift of A. M. Broadley, Joint Author.

Chats on Autograph,,~ A. M. Broadley, Londoll, I9IO ;

gift of Author.
Ancient Law, Maine: latest edition with notes, Edited

Pollock, London, Ig06; gifts of T. B. Wildman, O.S.

BOOKS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY.

Last years of the Protectorate: Firth, London, IgOg.
Peerage and Pedigree: J. H. Round, London, IglO.
Pioneers of our Faith: C. Platts, London, I9IO.

Napoleon in .Caricature : A. M. Broadley, London,
19l0.
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D 488 AMedieval Governor: G. G. Coulton, London, IglO.

D 489 From S. Francis to Dante: G. G. Coulton, London,
Ig10 '"

H 6r3F Greek Studies: W. Pater, London, IglO.

H 623G Miscellaneous Studies: W. Pater, London, IglO.

D 490 The Russo-Japanese War: F. R. Sedgwick, London,
190 9.

D 491 Old English Instruments of Music: F. W. Galpin, O.S.,
London, N.D.

M 26g Molluscs and Brachiopods : Cooke, Shipley and Reed,
Cambridge, 1895.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Editor expresses his regret that The SJzirburniall was
pot forwarded to the Public Schools Club, and trusts that this
mistake has been rectified.

The Editor also wishes to acknowledge a mistake in the
'Acta' of the last number, in which J. R. Waiters was said to
have obtained a First Class in Final at Oxford instead of
Cambridge.

More numerous letters from members of the School would
be welcomed.

\Vestcotl Art School,
December, 1910.

To the Editor of The Shirb1trlliall.
Dear Sir,

On behalf of all present and future Shirburnians, I take this opportunity
of thanking the author-if I may so call Archdeacon Westcotl-and the
O.SS. for all that they have done for their old School.

Sherborne now possesses an Art School worthy of the name, one of
which it may be proud, and thanks to the Governors and to our energetic,
sympathetic, and artistic Head Master, it is already in a great measure
properly finished: a few important items yet remain to be added, but we
hope, by continuing to follow the excellent example shown to us by
Mr. Carrington hI his part of the "Carrington Buildings," that no one
concerned will rest content until all is comlJlete and as it should be-that
.the School may benefit tothe utmost.
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Yours gratefully,
THE ART MASTER.

Drawing is a universal language and should be studied by all.
The present curriculum at Sherborne includes-Object, Geometrical,

Architectural and Machine Drawing, "Vork from Casts, &c. in Pencil,
Chalk, Ink, Water and Oil Colours.

Now as to the future, as soon as the furnishing and other circumstances
permit, we hope to add the following new features:- . .

I' Modelling.
2 A Class for sketching from life.
3 Occasional Lectures or addresses on Art subjects.
4 An Art Library, i.e. a Bookcase to contain books for

study and reference on Geometry, Perspective,
Architectnre, Ornament, Anatomy, Sculpture,
Painting. &c. . .

Our thanks are spp.cially due to two other great public Schools,
Harrow and Charterhouse, for their kindness in letting us benefit by their
experience in furnishing, &c.

Further, it is suggested that the School Societies should combine to
hold an annual Soiree in the new buildings.

In conclusion, I ask the OSS. to continue their valuable and welcome
help by showing great interest in their Art School; to visit it as often as
possible; to see that it has been properly completed and is in good working
order; not to miss the Exhibition on Commemoration Day-if they are
present; to remember that the Art Library is yet in the' making; and if
there are any who could and would give a Lecture or address, will they
please communicate with

Dear Sir,
May I venture to ask whether, in view of Irish shortly becoming the

official language of the United Kingdom, any facilities will be offered for
persons intending to enter the Civil Service or obtain any other Govern
ment appointment, to learn this tongue? It would surely be most
unfortunate if Englishmen were disqualified from holding public
appointments in England owing to the fact that their Celtic vocabulary was
limited to •Arrah ! ' and' Begorrhah ! '

Yours democratically,
SERVOS LIBERALIS,

Dear Sir,
There has been a deplorable scarcity of late in the matter of serious

prose. Partly due perhaps to the prose editor not applying to Old
Shirburnians at the Universities. So far the editor is to blame. But it
seems unfortunate that Shirburnians are afraid of writing prose until they
have left the School. One reason is, no doubt, that a prose article has to be
longer than a poem and will probably take more time.. But it is probable
that the more cogent reasons are, firstly, that a prolonged prose article
needs more matter, upon which indeed it almost depends solely for
existence, and that secondly, whenwriting prose, defects in style and idiom
are more noticeable and less excusable than in verse. where idiom and
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sometimes, regrettably, grammar is sacrificed to rhythm, among some of
our 'budding poets' especially the devotees of the lighter .Muses. The
result has been that the few School contributors endeavour to mask their
ignorance of their own language by an imitation of a language whose
idioms they hope are imperfectly understood by their readers; one cautious
humorist even went so far as to produce what he considered an imitation
of the idiom of Ancient Egyptian. The reason being (as was gathered
from first hand information) that he believed that there was practically
• no grammar' in the syntax of the language. To justify their writing at
all in these ancient idioms our future philologists' invariably adopt a
humorous style. There is no doubt but that a public School magazine is
largely a record of events term by term. and that it is written as much for
previous members of the School who are interested in its doings as for
those who have themselves witnessed or taken part in the events set forth.
But at the same time such a magazine is also intended to encourage
original literary productions by present members of the School. School
magazines are very widely interchanged, and often the only method of
forming an opinion of a School is that of examining its magazine in the
library. It is manifestly incorrect to say that this is an infallible or even a
good method, but it is one of the few practicable. A glance at some of the
early numbers of The Shirburnian will show that good prose is far from
impossible in a School magazine; and though spare time is an ever
decreasing commodity, to be utilised on the rare occasions on which it is
obtained. only for the most obvious modes of amusement, it seems that
there are many members of the School, many more than the few who
contribute at present, who are far more capable of conceiving sober and
original ideas than the writer of this article. It is moreover notorious
among his intimates that the prose editor has read practically no English
and never rejects anything that will . make copy,' so that no excuse can be
made for those who are afraid of ~ubmitting compositions.

GELLIVS CVLPATOR.

Your criticism is just if unsparing. You might have added that
neither editor-while sober-is known to have -disclosed a contributor's
name without consent.-ED.

Dear Sir,

Captain Temperley's letter to The Shirburniall gives one the impression
that he has mistaken us for Sandhurst, or some such institution. -

At present 1~ hours per week is about the average time for military
work here, one hO'l{ of company and battalion drill and a section drill.
Half-an-hour a week is certainly insufficient (especially as there is no
suitable place for practise). to teach a section (I) out-post duties;
(2 and 3) section in defence and attack; (4) reconnaissance; (s) semaphore;
(6) judging distance; all of which are his suggested substitutes for the
present Drill Competition.

As to the Musketry Cup, the present system of questions on the
rifle, etc., seems to bring out a difference between the merits of the
competing sections, and if the competition were remodelled on his lines,
these most important points would probably be neglected through lack of
time; whereas the results of shooting in full kit after a march, as suggested,
would most likely be bad in the case of each section. If the time and place
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receipt of:
Malvemian
M arlburian
Meteor
M ill Hill Magazine
Ousel (4)
St. Andrew'sCollege Magazine
Tonbridgian
Victorian
Wellingtonian
W Jcombe Abbey (2)

for his amendments to the Drill Competition could be found. fhe effect on
the efficiency would be indubitably be great, but at present such a com
petition seems to be quite impossible.

Yours faithfully,

A SECTION COMMANDER.

'Ve regret tbe truth of this letter. The existing system of English
education render this degree of efficiency impossible, though it is the duty
of every Englishman to attain to it.-ED.

CONTEMPORARIES.

The Editor acknowledges the
Ashburian (Ashbury College,

Ottawa, Canada)
Brittallia
Cartkusian
Clamnian
City of London School

Magazine
Dovorian
Eastbouruian
H aileybuyian
Lancing CoUegeMagazine(2)

and apologises for any accidental omissions.

SChool House (a); Carey's (b); Dunkin's (e);
Bensly's (d); King's (fJ.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 3/6 including postage. The
Shirburnian is published six times in the year, twice each term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHER, as otherwise the
Shirburnian cannot possibly be forwarded to them. This applies
especially to subscribers entering or leaving the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the full
name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which will not be
opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers, the
whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of the
School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsibl~ for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


